LION LESSONS SPONSORSHIP
Support LION Members Through Learning Opportunities and Build Awareness and Brand Recognition

Sponsoring the LION Lessons shows your support of LION Members by helping to underwrite the cost of presenting these timely and relevant topics. Increase awareness of your services by being visible to our members as a solution provider and supporter. Sessions will be held live and also available as a recording for members to access after the event.

Benefits:

- Acknowledgement in e-newsletter promotion
- Inclusion in all social media pushes
- Recognition on RSVP form
- Logo presence on opening and closing tiles
- Verbal acknowledgement at start of session
- Courtesy invitation to observe live webinar
- All benefits of a Solutions Provider+ for one year

In addition to the sponsorship benefits outlined above, sponsors are invited to host a Zoom room after the session for participants who would like to stay on and learn more about the sponsor’s services. Sponsor recognition is retained in recorded versions of the webinars that are available to members after each event.

Individual Lesson: $2,500 — 6-Lesson Series: $7,500